BRIEF DOSSIER FOR GUIDED TOUR

WALKING TOURS IN PAU

“Ponds, granges
and fenced-in pastures”

Length of tour : 3h.
Meeting point : Farmhouses at Vilaüt

INTRODUCTION

There is an abundant amount of water stored underground in this region,
because we are very close to where the former “Lake of Castelló” used
to be, now almost dried up. All this water provides fertile land for farming
and rich pastures for livestock.

Today the only remains of the lake are its deepest parts where ponds are
formed whose size and quantity of water varies depending on rainfall.
Examples are the ponds of Vilaüt and Bassa Rodona which are part of
the protected area Parc Natural Aiguamolls de l’Empordà. There is a
whole ecosystem of plants and animals related to the ponds which has to
be protected and studied and its importance has to be divulged.

1st STOP: CULTIVATED LANDS
(the fields around us)

The agricultural exploitations and pastures we can see from the trail always have
existed. See how the tracks are built “Roman style”, with lateral canals parallel to the
tracks and bordering stone walls. Dryland crops (vines and olives) have coexisted with
irrigated cultivation which is often combined with livestock pastures (cows, pigs, cattle,
sheep and recently introduced buffaloes) due to the particular climate in the Empordà
region.

The farms nearest to the shores of the lake had orchards and cultivated rice. The
lake, a stopover point for migratory birds, offered a rich ecosystem for hunting and
fishing and also provided a navigable route to the sea following the river Muga. With
the desiccation of the lake and the gradual creation of crop land appeared grain and
fodder fields, such as barley and alfalfa. As we move away from the plain we find more
dry crops of vines and olives.

2nd STOP: NATURAL PARKS
(at the turn to the hide of Vilaüt)
The system of protected areas in Catalonia is based on a network of 164 areas of
special ecological value which are protected under the Plan of Areas of Natural Interest
(PEIN), covering a surface equivalent to approximately 31% of the Catalan territory.

Accordingly, at the ponds of Vilaüt, there are strictly and partially protected areas
depending on the importance and features of the natural environment. Basically, the
idea is to preserve a unique territory from human interaction but also to divulge its
features and to study it scientifically.

3rd STOP: SURROUNDINGS
(granite outcrops about 100m from the hide)
The ponds of Vilaüt and Pau and their surroundings coincide with the deepest areas
of the former Lake of Castelló. The soil composed of sand and clay originates from its
sediments and is therefore very fertile. Also very typical are the granite formations that
emerge from the ground and that would have been submerged before or would have
formed small islands.

During the desiccation of the Lake, the groundwater level was controlled through
channels and ditches which irrigated the fields and, at the same time, served as
boundaries between farmers’ and breeders’ properties.

As for vegetation it should be mentioned that the central areas of the former Lake
contain a high level of salt to which not all plant species adapt easily. The most typical
tree is the French Tamarisk. We also find bulrush, duckweed, reeds and yellow iris.
Also typical are sweet briar, common hawthorn, elmleaf blackberry, butcher’s-broom
and wild asparagus. Among the herbaceous plants dominate ivy, Italian arum, common
hop or red bryony.

The riparian forests, or wooded stretches along creeks and rivers, are artificial but very
old and include elms, white willows, alders, downy and cork oaks.

4th STOP: FAUNA AT VILAÜT I, BIRDS
(in front of the Vilaüt hide)

The extensive area of the Natural Park Aiguamolls de l’Empordà offers ecosystems
that vary as we approach or move away from the sea: the vegetation changes, as do
the percentage of salt in the lagoons, human presence in developed areas, hunting.
At the ponds with freshwater, where we are now, we find the highest concentrations of
breeding bird species, 121 to be exact.

All the birds that breed in the Aiguamolls have an annual reproduction cycle. The
reproduction period runs from February to July during which two or three clutches can
be produced. Every species starts its reproduction process depending on the moment
the chicks hatch.

Some of the bird species can be seen in Vilaüt throughout the year. Most notable are the
white storks whose number has increased in recent years. In Spring, migratory storks
converge with the residents and form impressive colonies. Other common resident
species are mallards, little and cattle egret. And we can also observe kingfishers,
hoopoes, owls, coots, purple gallinules and little grebes, among others.

5th STOP: FAUNA AT VILAÜT II, MAMMALS,
AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES
(back at the granite outcrop)
The most notable group of mammals we can find at Vilaüt is the spectacular Camargue
horse. This is a breed from the Rhone delta in Southern France where it took strong
animals to plough the marshland. The horses can only be seen pasturing in Vilaüt when
there is a low presence of migratory birds, in order to not interfere with their breeding.
But there are also other, endemic species in this area, small mammals such as the
pine mole, shrews and wood mice. And we can find hedgehogs and ferrets, rabbits and
hares. Badgers, foxes and genets are nocturnal species and great hunters which hide
in the woods during daytime. Wild boars coexist with the small species and are very
common in this area for the lack of predators.

The population of amphibians and reptiles is dynamic and changing at the ponds. At
Vilaüt we can find the Mediterranean turtle, frogs, lizards, the snub-nosed viper, green
lizard or southern smooth snake.

6th STOP: FARMS AT VILAÜT
The first written document that mentions Vilaüt as Villa Acuta is from the year 953.
Traditionally, place names that include villa come from the Latin villae, referring to great
agricultural exploitations that already existed in Roman times. So it is possible that
Vilaüt is very old although there are no documents nor archaeological remains to prove
this.

The place had a chapel dedicated to St. Salvador and its own notary. A document from
1641 tells about the Castle of Vilaüt and a chapel inside it, but does not mention its
patron saint.

Among the noteworthy farmhouses of Vilaüt is the one named Cal Frai Llàtzer, the only
one that preserves ancient architectural elements, such as its voissoir-arched entrance
and a trilobed Gothic-Renaissance window with an embrasure beneath it. All these are
from the sixteenth century.

7th STOP: CASTLE OF VILAÜT
Although the castle is in ruins, probably caused by an explosion, one can still appreciate
its floor plan and considerable size. The base of a great, rectangular tower can also be
seen.

The earliest reference of this fortification is from the year 1272. At that date, Guillem
Jutge, knight of Palau, and his wife Dolça married their daughter Ermessenda to Bernat
of Vilaüt. The bride assured her dowry of 4000 shillings with the income of taxes and
tithes from Vilaüt.

In the fifteenth century, the castle was leased to farmers and in the sixteenth century is
was part of the defence network of Roses. The latest news we have about the castle is
from 1641 when a stonemason lost his life while repairing one of the towers.

ANNEX I: ESTATE MORNAU AND
ITS ENCLOSURES

The estate Mornau lies between the districts of Pau and Castelló d’Empúries and is one
of the great agricultural exploitations within the area of the ponds. Its lands are crossed
by the many ditches that drain these ponds. At the centre of the estate stands the main
farmhouse surrounded by barns and stables.

Although the current buildings are not very old, the origin of the estate goes way back to
the fourteenth century. In the first half of the twentieth century, its owner was a French
citizen who used the fertile lands for horticulture and employed many local workers.
Later the farmhouse and estate were used by the Spanish Army to breed horses for its
cavalry. Today the estate is property of the Catalan government.

Surrounding the farmhouse are the enclosures of Mornau. A Catalan “closa” is a pasture
“enclosed” by ditches and riparian forest species (white willow, poplar, white poplar,
elm, ash, French Tamarisk) or downy and cork oaks. These enclosures are of great
biological and landscape value. They flood with heavy rains since they lie almost at sea
level and sometimes artificially to wash out the salt from the soil.

ANNEX II: PENARDELL
The ancient monastery of Penardell stood on a small hill in the middle of crop lands
and marshes.

In 1229, abbot Ponç from the Saint Mary monastery in Roses established a mixed
community of nuns and monks under the rule of St. Benedict. From 1361 on, it became a
female convent. We also know that although the Penardell monastery had experienced
a period of splendour, in 1420 it was in a very deplorable state so that the nuns moved
to the Bell-lloc community in Peralada, which lived under the rule of St. Augustine. After
the nuns left, the monastery was turned into a livestock farm.

There also was a castle where the Penardell lineage resided, related with the barons of
Pau since the marriage between Guillem of Pau and Ermessenda of Penardell in 1249.
The Penardell castle lay under the jurisdiction of the barons of Pau and was one of their
most valuable properties.

